
Vishwakarma Yojana <rurban@gtu.edu.in>

GTU Affiliated Degree Engineering colleges/Institutes to participate in Vishwakarma
Yojana Project PHASE-VIII
Vishwakarma Yojana <rurban@gtu.edu.in> Fri, May 22, 2020 at 4:47 PM
To: "Principal ADIT, Karamsad" <bec001owner@gtu.edu.in>, "Principal AIT, Ahmedabad" <bec002owner@gtu.edu.in>, "Principal
BHGardi, Rajkot" <bec004owner@gtu.edu.in>, "Principal Babaria, Vadodara" <bec005owner@gtu.edu.in>, "Principal BhgMahavir,
Surat" <bec006owner@gtu.edu.in>, bec007 owner <bec007owner@gtu.edu.in>, "Principal BVM-S, VVNagar"
<bec008owner@gtu.edu.in>, "Principal CKP, Surat" <bec009owner@gtu.edu.in>, "bec011 wner@gt" <bec011owner@gtu.edu.in>,
Principal GIT <bec012owner@gtu.edu.in>, Principal GEC-Gandhinagar <bec013owner@gtu.edu.in>, bec014 owner
<bec014owner@gtu.edu.in>, Principal GEC-Bhuj <bec015owner@gtu.edu.in>, Principal GEC-Modasa <bec016owner@gtu.edu.in>,
Principal GEC-Chandkheda <bec017owner@gtu.edu.in>, Principal GEC-Dahod <bec018owner@gtu.edu.in>, Principal GEC-Valsad
<bec019owner@gtu.edu.in>, Principal GEC-Rajkot <bec020owner@gtu.edu.in>, Principal GEC-Bhavnagar
<bec021owner@gtu.edu.in>, Principal GEC-Patan <bec022owner@gtu.edu.in>, Principal GEC-Surat <bec023owner@gtu.edu.in>,
"Principal HGGoswami, Vahelal" <bec024owner@gtu.edu.in>, "Principal KIT, Kalol" <bec026owner@gtu.edu.in>, "Principal
Kankeshwari, J'Nagar" <bec027owner@gtu.edu.in>, PRINCIPAL LDCE Ahmedabad <bec028owner@gtu.edu.in>, "Principal LCIT,
Bhandu" <bec029owner@gtu.edu.in>, Principal LEC-Morvi <bec031owner@gtu.edu.in>, "Principal LJIT, Ahmedabad"
<bec032owner@gtu.edu.in>, "Principal MGIT, Navsari" <bec033owner@gtu.edu.in>, "bec034 wner@gt" <bec034owner@gtu.edu.in>,
bec035 owner <bec035owner@gtu.edu.in>, Principal SANJAYBHAI RAJGURU COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
<bec036owner@gtu.edu.in>, "Principal SPBP, Saffrony" <bec039owner@gtu.edu.in>, "Principal SVIT, Vasad"
<bec041owner@gtu.edu.in>, "Principal SJ, Surat" <bec042owner@gtu.edu.in>, bec043 owner <bec043owner@gtu.edu.in>,
PrincipalSVMIT Bharuch <bec045owner@gtu.edu.in>, "Principal Universal, Ahmedabad" <bec046owner@gtu.edu.in>, bec047 owner
<bec047owner@gtu.edu.in>, "Principal Vaila, Bharuch" <bec048owner@gtu.edu.in>, bec049 owner <bec049owner@gtu.edu.in>,
"Principal Sigma, Vadodara" <bec050owner@gtu.edu.in>, bec051 owner <bec051owner@gtu.edu.in>, "Principal CIPET, Ahmedabad"
<bec052owner@gtu.edu.in>, "Principal DARSHAN, Hadala" <bec054owner@gtu.edu.in>, bec055 owner
<bec055owner@gtu.edu.in>, "Principal Growmore, Berna" <bec056owner@gtu.edu.in>, "Principal Marwadi, Rajkot"
<bec057owner@gtu.edu.in>, Principal GEC-Godhara <bec060owner@gtu.edu.in>, Principal GEC-Palanpur
<bec061owner@gtu.edu.in>, "Principal GITS, Prantij" <bec062owner@gtu.edu.in>, "Principal ICCT, VVNagar"
<bec063owner@gtu.edu.in>, "Principal KJIET, Savali" <bec064owner@gtu.edu.in>, bec065 owner <bec065owner@gtu.edu.in>,
"Principal Sabar, Tajpur" <bec066owner@gtu.edu.in>, "Principal SAL, Ahmedabad" <bec067owner@gtu.edu.in>, "Principal SVBIT,
Unava" <bec075owner@gtu.edu.in>, "Principal SSASIT, Surat" <bec076owner@gtu.edu.in>, "Principal SilverOak, Ahmedabad"
<bec077owner@gtu.edu.in>, "Principal SRPEC, Dabhi" <bec078owner@gtu.edu.in>, "Principal Takshshila, Ishwariya"
<bec079owner@gtu.edu.in>, "Principal VIE, Kotambi" <bec080owner@gtu.edu.in>, GTU DJMIT Gujarat
<bec082owner@gtu.edu.in>, "Principal Dr SPC, Junagadh" <bec083owner@gtu.edu.in>, "Principal FET&R, Isroli"
<bec084owner@gtu.edu.in>, "Principal HJD, Kera" <bec085owner@gtu.edu.in>, "Principal Laxmi Inst, Sarigam"
<bec086owner@gtu.edu.in>, "Principal Samarth, Himatnagar" <bec088owner@gtu.edu.in>, "Principal LTIE, Rajkot"
<bec089owner@gtu.edu.in>, bec090 owner <bec090owner@gtu.edu.in>, "Principal KJFET, Vadasma" <bec091owner@gtu.edu.in>,
"Principal Veerayatan, Haripar" <bec092owner@gtu.edu.in>, "Principal BE (093)" <bec093owner@gtu.edu.in>, "Principal BE (094)"
<bec094owner@gtu.edu.in>, "Principal BE (095)" <bec095owner@gtu.edu.in>, bec096 Owner <bec096owner@gtu.edu.in>,
"Principal BE (099)" <bec099owner@gtu.edu.in>, "SEC,MATAR Owner" <bec100owner@gtu.edu.in>, "Principal BE (101)"
<bec101owner@gtu.edu.in>, bec102 owner <bec102owner@gtu.edu.in>, "Principal BE (103)" <bec103owner@gtu.edu.in>, "Principal
BE (104)" <bec104owner@gtu.edu.in>, Principal Botad <bec107owner@gtu.edu.in>, bec 108owner <bec108owner@gtu.edu.in>,
bec109 owner <bec109owner@gtu.edu.in>, bec110 Owner <bec110owner@gtu.edu.in>, bec111 owner <bec111owner@gtu.edu.in>,
PACIFIC SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING <bec112owner@gtu.edu.in>, bec113 owner <bec113owner@gtu.edu.in>, bec114 owner
<bec114owner@gtu.edu.in>, SCET Kalol <bec115owner@gtu.edu.in>, bec116 owner <bec116owner@gtu.edu.in>, bec117 owner
<bec117owner@gtu.edu.in>, bec118 owner <bec118owner@gtu.edu.in>, Principal ASOIT-120 <bec120owner@gtu.edu.in>, bec
121owner <bec121owner@gtu.edu.in>, bec 122owner <bec122owner@gtu.edu.in>, bec 123owner <bec123owner@gtu.edu.in>, bec
124owner <bec124owner@gtu.edu.in>, bec 125owner <bec125owner@gtu.edu.in>, bec 126owner <bec126owner@gtu.edu.in>,
bec129 owner <bec129owner@gtu.edu.in>, bec130 owner <bec130owner@gtu.edu.in>, "Adani Inst of Infrastructure Engg,
Ahmedabad" <bec131owner@gtu.edu.in>, bec134 owner <bec134owner@gtu.edu.in>, bec135 owner <bec135owner@gtu.edu.in>,
bec136 owner <bec136owner@gtu.edu.in>, Dr V R Godhania College of Engineering & Technology <bec138owner@gtu.edu.in>,
bec139owner bec139owner <bec139owner@gtu.edu.in>, be 142 <bec142owner@gtu.edu.in>
Cc: "Dr.K.N.Kher" <registrar@gtu.ac.in>, Jayesh V Deshkar Deshkar <jvdeshkar9@yahoo.com>, principal@vvpedulink.ac.in, ketan
timani <ketantimani12@gmail.com>, Yashvant Bhavsar <yashvantbhavsar@gmail.com>

To, 
 
The Principal / Director,
GTU Affiliated Engineering Colleges,
 
 



As you know that GTU-VY sec�on is running Vishwakarma Yojana project since 2012-13 for the final year
Civil & Electrical Students. Final year civil and Electrical students co-opt their final year academic project
under the Vishwakarma yojana. Such each student is paid with a s�pend of approximately Rs.23000/- 
plus Village Visits Transporta�on allowance a�er successful comple�on of the work.  

On the website www.vyojana.gtu.ac.in all the details are uploaded about the Vishwakarma Yojana
project.

I would like to bring to your kind no�ce that......as per the resolu�on passed in the GTU Academic
Council mee�ng dated 19th March 2020, it has been resolved that, engineering colleges offering civil
engineering branch have to mandatorily register and par�cipate in the project and the group of students
from such ins�tutes have to compulsorily adopt minimum one village project (and upto maximum 3 village
projects) under "Vishwakarma Yojana Project PHASE-VIII".

So, Degree Engineering colleges/Ins�tutes having civil engineering branch are hereby informed to
compulsorily appoint one Nodal Officer from Civil / Electrical Department, and inform GTU latest by  10th
June, 2020, on given below Link:( ins�tutes already par�cipated in 2019-20 need not to apply as their data
is already available but have to fill up the data in the link if they want to change their nodal officer).

To participate in the Vishwakarma Yojana Project PHASE-VIII

To participate in the Vishwakarma Yojana
Project PHASE-VIII

Awai�ng for your response.
  
Thanking You.
--
Vishwakarma Yojana Section
Gujarat Technological University 
Tel:+91(79)-23267588,9979879412

http://www.vyojana.gtu.ac.in/
https://forms.gle/XMrfd3odSiAFwCrw8
https://forms.gle/XMrfd3odSiAFwCrw8

